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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by HTL K WEST, Santa Ana, CA., under USAF
Contract No. F33615-78-C-2030. The contract was initiated under Project
3048, "Fuels, Lubrication and Fire Protection", Task 304807, "Aerospace
Vehicle Hazard Protection". The program was administered under the
direction of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, with G. Trask
Beery, AFAPL/SFH as program manager.

This report is a summary of work completed on this contract during
the period May 15, 1978 through August 15, 1978. The report was sub-
mitted in September 1978.

Appreciation is expressed by the authors to Mr. Terry M. Trumble
of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory's Instrumentation Division,
to the McGraw-Edison Company, and to Curt Deckert and Associates, for
their consultation in the areas of establishing flame detection criteria
and optical systems analysis.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A review of the state-of-the-art in ultra violet conducting fiber

optics and related system components was conducted with the objective of

evaluating their potential applicability to solar-blind, UV fire detection

systems currently under development by the Air Force (Advanced Development

Plan PE 63246F, Work Unit 23480102). From this basis, conceptual systems

were developed and analyzed to assess the potential payoff of incorporat-

ing optical enhancement to improve the performance, and reduce the

initial and life cycle cost, size and weight of such systems, and to

effect detector circuit simplification and improvement in system reli-

ability.

Ultraviolet fiber optics technology has advanced considerably since

1967, primarily in the production of high-quality quartz fihers, as well

as in related input/output optics suitable for use in the UV region above

280 nanometers ( i.e. above the "solar blind" UV region). However, such

advancements have been markedly in the low packing fraction, long wave-

length, low temperature applications areas (suitable for ambient temp-

erature applications below 240*C) due to the lack of demand for higher

temperature applications to date. The primary thermal limitation of such

components is in the area of fiber cladding materials and techniques

(generally plastics), although higher temperature materials for claddings

have been evaluated, but not produced in quantity. The cost of suitable

(but low temperature. low loss) clad fibers of extended lengths for use

below 280 nm and in a variety of diameters suitable for aircraft fire

detection system application has been significantly reduced (to below

S3.00 per meter length). The extension of these technical advancements

to produce suitable high temperature, low loss fibers/bundles is not

dett*d to require major advancements in the state-of-the-art, and is more

asso-ated with a demand for such materials on the present manufacturers.

Using existing (or slightly extrapolated) fiber optics technology,

several fire detection system concepts were evaluated and compared with a

"tare (UV) detector tube" baseline system to assess the potential payoffs

of incorporating fiber optics into advanced fire detection system design.

The results of these analyses show that - given the limited advancements

necessary to produce high-temperature, low loss fiber optics and compo-
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nents at reasonable cost - significant improvements could be made in

system performance (better fire detection coverage, higher reliability,

lower false alarm rates) while simultaneously reducing overall system

initial and life cost, weight and space requirements - primarily by in-

creasing the number of fiber optically coupled fire detection sensor heads

while reducing the number of UV detector tube assemblies required per

aircraft installation.

A follow on program is v-ecommended for the necessary developments in

higher temperature, low loss fiber optics technology and their integra-

tion int.o high-performance fire detection systems.

I
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

The Air Force first considered the use of ultraviolet trans-

mitting fiber optics in the mid-1960's 1 /, but has deferred further detailed

considerations of this technology pending the development, demonstration

and testing of suitable "solar-blind" ultraviolet detectors and related

electronic sub-systems capable of sensing and reliably alerting aircraft

crews to on-board fires. Subsequent to the recent fire detection tests
2,5/of such solar-blind U.S. made UV fire detection systems , this study

was undertaken to update the technical data on UV fiber optics and re-

lated components, and to consider the potentials for incorporating fiber

optics into the present Advanced Aircraft Fire Detection Systems develop-

ment program.

The incentives leading to the present study have been:

a. The development (and manufacture) of basic UV-capable

fiber optics.

b. The relatively high thermal, weight, volume, and cost

sensitivity of "bare detector" UV fire detection

systems when operated in advanced airc,'a, environments.

c. A need for more complete fire-sensing area/volume cover-

age in advanced aircrjft.

d. The potential payoffs in fire detection systems using

fiber optics, including cost, weight and space reductions.

This study updates the data on the technology of fiber optics,

and its applicability to improved fire detection systems for advanced air-

craft.

1.1 Background

In 1966, the Illinois Institute of Technology Research

Institute (IITRI), under the sponsorship of the Air Force Aero
Propulsion Laboratory, first demonstrated the general feasibility

UV detectors operating in the range below 280 nanoneters wavelength, i.e.
below the range of atmospheric penetrating UV solar radiations.

Any system using UV sensitive sensors alone without optical enhancement.
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of using specialized fiber optics in the ultraviolet region for the

detection of flames,1/ While the criteria for "solar-blind" UV fire

detection systems had not yet been established, the IITRI program was

able to demonstrate that carefully selected materials could be extruded

and clad into fibers of sufficient length to be of interest in fire

detection systems. While the fibre cladding material selected by IITRI

(magnesium fluoride) for their quartz fibers was compatible with

aircraft environmental conditions, the IITRI-demonstrated

bundles failed to satisfactorily transmit ultraviolet radiation below

250 nap feters wavelength. Nevertheless, the feasibility of "piping"

ultraviolet radiation from potential fire sources to suitable UV detectors

stirred the interest of aircraft fire detection system designers. But

it has remained on the "back-burner" ever since, awaiting the development

of solar-blind UV detector technology.

Over the decade since the IITRI program was completed, fiber

optics capable of conducting wavelengths shorter than 280 nm have been

developed, but generally for applications (e.g. communications, space,

medical probes, etc. ) other than aircraft ire detection

with its attendant severe environmental conditions. During the inter-

vening years, quartz-based fibers employing various cladding materials

(usually selected to enhance transmittance and reduce the cost of single

fibers, but without stringent environmental requirements such as those

found in aircraft, such as elevated temperatures, chemical contamination,

acoustic noise, vibration, shock, altitude and reliability/maintainability

considerations) have not only been developed but are in general production.

Little or no incentive has been offered to fiber optics deveiopers/minu-

facturers to consider seriously the requirements for their product's

applicability to more stringent environments such as those encountered

"aboard high-performance aircraft.

The development of solar-blind ultraviolet detectors and suit-

able electronic sub-systems to employ them effectively has been a long and

technologically taxing process. Alth, gh a basic capability to detect

ultraviolet radiation was demonstrated arly, the ability to desensitize

UV detectors to solar spectral radiation has required both technological

and manufacturing advancts far beyond original expectations. The present

Sgeneration of gas-discharge type solar-blind UV detectors has wet the

;i 2



original criteria established by the Air Force for fire (flame) detection
apparatus - with only two apparent limitations, each of which suggest a
reconsideration of the application of fiber optics to such systems.

The highly sensitive solar-blind detectors tend to be both
voltage and temperature sensitive, i.e. in order to meet the UV radiation
sensitivity requirements in the "solar-blind" (200 to 280 nm) portion of
the spectrum, the sensors must operate on a near-cascade threshold basis
where thermal, cosmic, and other "ambient" forms of electromagnetic radia-
tion tend to trigger their operation (generating false alanms), or, if
desensitized against such false triggering, lower their sens 7 ivity to
true UV (flame emitted) radiation. Consequently, it is deemed desirable
to isolate the UV detectors from such undesirable ambient conditions

(while still maintaining their high UV sensitivity). One seemingly-rea-
sonable method of accomplishing this is by "piping" the UV radiation emitted
by flames to thermally and radiation shielded UV detectors.

Another incentive for a re-examination of UV fiber optics is
the fact that the use of "bare detector" schemes requires the use of a

significant number of relatively expcnsive, moderately large and weighty,
high voltage supplied deteclt.-s throughout the aircraft fire-potential areas

(e.g. engine nacelles, fuel t,:kc and feed lines, weapons or cargo compart-
ments, etc.). Each such detector head installation, and its attendant
electrical cables and interconnections must be electrically shielded, therm-
ally protected, and even hydraulically insulated (as in the case of firewall
throughputs). As aircraft designs tend to become more and more complex,

with void spaces becoming further isolated from each other, the need for
larger numbers of small volure scanning, inderendent fire sensor installa-

tions increa-es. And so, comT*nsurateIy, does the cost, weight ard space
oenalties associated with such installations if present technology (i.e.
"bare detectors") is employed.

One method cf reducing such penaltieS, while achieving more
complete coverage, would be to locate the UV detector elements in lower
abient reimperature/radiation regions (e.q. in engine pylon or airframe
structures) and "pipe in' the UV radiation generated by flares from a nub•er
of potential fire areas. Such an approch, in concept. could conceivably
reduce not only the false alarrm rate, but si.wmltaneoL-ly increase the number
of areas "viewed" by 2ach detector (perhaps trading off the number of

3



detectors with multiple fiber optic sensor heads), thus reducing size,

weight and cost of the overall fire detection system.

Such concepts, along with the review of the state-of-the-art

of fiber optic system component technology, are evaluated in the present

study and report.

1.2S

This study undertakes to review and evaluate the advancements

in the state-of-the-art of UV fiber optics over the past decade (since the

pioneering IITRI study), and to assess this technology in terms of its

potential applicability to aircraft fire detection systems. Due to the

limited nature of this effort, no attempt could be made to conduct experi-

ments or make empirical measurements on fiber optics or components avail-

able from a variety of potential sources. This study is, therefore,

limited to the use of written or verbally communicated data supplied by

such sources or from the generally available literature contained within

the resources at the authors' disposal.

Similarly, this effort has been necessarily limited in the de-

gree of sophistication of the analyses that could be performed (largely

by the limitations of available, usable data) on conceptual fiber optic-

coupled systems. Thus, no attempt could be made to assess the applic-

ability of fiber optic-coupled fire detection systems to any specific

aircraft; yet the generic treatment used is believed to be a valuable

guide to the future development of such systems.

in this report, the term "fiber optics" is used to describe
commercially available or In-development, flexible, optical means suit-

able for the transmission of ultraviolet radiation (as from remotely

located fire area) to ultraviolet (solar-blind) sensitive detectors and

SV their associated electronics.

Similarly, this study was limited to accepting two basic pre-
mises for its evaluation: the input flame source for all fiber optics

systems comparisons was considered to be that of the MIL-D-27729A "5 inch

pan fire", while the fiber optic systems outputs were considered to be
Sfed into a standard UV detector tube and its related electronics (for comp-

arison purposes, a McGraw-Edison MK II detector system as described in a
3/recent report3). Although several suggestions are made on potential ways

4
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of enhancing the optical coupling between the output of suitable fibeo' optics

systems and the UV detector system tubes, the scope of this report Uid not

allow the coordination of these conceptc with Mc',raw-Edisor, or other UV fire

detection system sources.

Without implying any criticism whatsoever of either the McGraw-

Edison or other UV detection systems presently in existar.ce or under de-

velopment or evaluation, the authors limited tnieir analysis of potential

cost, weight, and space savings potentially realiz&Dle through the use of

fiber optics coupling techniques to the prototype fire detection systems

recently built by McGraw-Edison3/ and tested for the Air Force4/ and the

Federal Aviation Administration5/

1.3 Evaluation Criteria

Every attempt has been made within the scope of this

study to assess the applicability of the broadly-interpreted class of

flame-to-detector optical coupling techniques to the environments associated

with their application to high performance aircraft. While no specific set

of criteria specifications were provided by the sponsors of this effort, a
set of criteria largely based on the current Advanced Aircraft Fire Detec-

tion System AAFDS) request for proposals (RFQ F33615-77-R-2029)6/ was

developed :iud. Table I reflects these requirements,

Many of the criteria reflected in the current USAF AAFDS quide-

lines had to be interoreted (or interpolated) for this study since the

current efforts diO not incorporate fiber optics concepts. For example,

computational analysis required the use of a photometric equivalent of the

MIL-D-27729A "pan fire" specified for empirical testing of AAFDS hardware

systems. Similarly, we applied the requirements for detector head temper-

ature and flame exposure conditions to the fiber optics "links" while

allowing the removal of the temperature sensitive UV detectors thepnselves

to cooler areas. Finally, we interpreted the AAFDS system flame detection

criteria (to "detect a 5 inch diameter pan fire of JP-4... at 4 feet distance

... under direct sunlight conditions..") as a definition of the detectivity

of the associated UV detection system (e.g. McGraw-Edison) osea as the

output for all fiber optic subsystems considered. in this sense, the out-

.7 put UV flux delivered by the fiber optic subsystem to the UV letector

5
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tube(s) must be the same (or greater) as that which the UV detector tube
:ystem would have received in viewing the "MIL-STD pan fire" directly
(without the aid of the fiber optics).

Section II of this report reviews the state-of-the-art of UV
fiber optics technology (including fibers and fiber bundles; input, output
and interconnecting optics including fan-in and fan-out techniques - and
their optical, mechanical, and chemical characteristics relevant to air-
craft fire detection system applications). Section III explores the fire
detection system applications of such fiber optic system elements and
includes comparative analyses of such systems' characteristics and tradeoffs
in terms of performance, reliability, cost, weight and space. Conclusions
drawn from this study, and recommendations based thereon are contained in
Section IV.

A
'p
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SECTION II

2.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CRITERIA

Based on the foregoing discussion, the concept of UV fiber optics

can be of value to the task of detecting aircraft fires if it can accomplish

the following tasks:

1. Capture an acceptable number of UV photons from a jet-fuel

fire at a reasonable distance; either unaided or with optical

assistance.

2. Transmit these photons to a detector located in a more benign

environment with acceptable attenuation or loss.

3. Endure the specified aircraft environments without failure

or degradation.

4. Provide the foregoing within acceptable limits of cost, size,

weight, logistics maintainability, etc.

In order to evaluate the state-of-the-art in UV fiber optics, it

is necessary to convert these requirements into the applicable parametersI used to describe fiber optics. In this section, a brief summary of the
pertinent parameters will be provided to aid in the comparison of currently

available fiber optics.

Item 1 of our requirements is dependent on two parameters. If

a fiber is to capture the radiation from the fire without optical assistance,

the number of photons captured is simply proportional to the effective area

of the central core of a single fiber, or the sum of the core areas of the

fibers in a bundle. Since each fiber is surrounded by cladding, the effec-

tive area of a bundle will be less than the total area by the packing factor.

Ii If optical enhancement is being considered, the effective area

of the lens system now replaces that of the fiber. However, the fiber still

limits the effective area of the lens through a parameter known as the Numer-

ical Aperture (N.A.). The Numerical Aperture of the fiber is directly re-

latable to the angle of view of the fiber. Surprisingly, the N.A. is not a

function of the fiber geometry, rather it is only dependent on the refractive

index of the core and of the cladding (N.A. = n ) For most commer-

clally available fibers, the acceptance angle (sinI N.A.) runs from 10 to 20

degrees. This puts a serious limitation on the design of optical systems.

Item 2 is governed by the attenuation of the fiber at the wave-

8



lengths of interest. Since the attenuation losses increase geometrically
with the length of the fiber, this parameter is best referred to in dB per
meter (where dB is 10 loglo Pout/Pin). The resultant decrease in intensity at
the detector must be dealt with by improvements in other parts of the system.

Item 3 relates to all of the environments applicable to the pre-
sent "bare detector" gas discharge tube concept. However, the most serious
limitation is operating temperature. This report treats the use of fiber
optics to provide an alternate system to that required by the Air Force's

Program For An Advanced Fire Detection System,6/ so we have adopted the
temperature requirements of that document. Therefore, fibers must be capable

of operating at 260 0C for unlimited time, and must be capable of withstanding
a 10930 C flame for five minutes without affecting the operation of other
portions of the system (although, presumedly, that portion of the system ex-
prsed to the fire would, itself, be destroyed or rendered incapable of fur-

ther operation).

Item 4 is dependent on a number of fiber optics parameters.
Cost is most important, but such things as bend radius, available connectors,
automatic self-test, and mounting constraints are necessary considerations.

A review of the report, "Ultraviolet Fiber Optics for Fire and

Explosion Detection"I/ provided a baseline as of 1966 for the present study.
The goal of the IITRI study was to fabricate fibers which transmitted UV in the
range of 2000 to 3000 Angstroms, and which could withstand temperatures of

000*F. The program determined that the only viable materials for this
application were Suprasil (Quartz) for the core and Magnesium Fluoride (MgF 2)
for the cladding. The report gives a detailed account of the fabrication
processes required to obtain 12.5 ft lengths of the 3 mil diameter fibers.
The materials chosen resulted in a theoretical N.A. of .5 to .6 (9NA2 300-370),

"and a theoretical (bulk) attenuation of -2.1dB/m (equivalent to a transmission

coefficient of where L is in meters) @ 25Onm. The bulk attenuation
theoretical values were comparable to the measurements made on the bulk samples

used in the program. However, on the fabricated fiber bundles, the attenua-
tion ranged from -8.3 dB/m (for uncoated fibers) to -18.5 dB/m (for thick
coated fibers) all at 250nm. (As a benchmark, at 550nm the attenuation for
bulk and for uncoated fibers, is -. 5dB/m, and for coated fibers the attenua-
tion is -4 to -4.7 dB/m.) No experimental verification of N.A. was cited

in the report.

9



The conclusion of the IITRI report was that "...feasibility of

fiber optics for UV fire detection was demonstrated..." although the high

attenuation at wavelengths shorter than 250nm was admittedly a significant

problem. Since no overall system performance figures were developed, the

claim of "feasibility demonstration" seems to be mostly conjecture. Rather,

it seems that the effort resulted in several prototypes of one type of UV

optical fiber which, if several problems could be resolved, could provide

a 1000°F UV fiber capability, which would have potential application to

aircraft fire detection systems.

The IITRI effort culminated in the construction of several UV

fiber optics bundles, since there were no available equivalent fibers on

the market at that time. By 1978, however, the use of fiber optics for data

transmission has progressed to the point where availability of commercial

fibers which are reasenably good transmitters of ultraviolet in the 200-280nm

range are generally available. This has come about largely, however, as a

byproduct of the industry's quest for lower and lower attenuation in the

visible and infrared regions of the spectrum. Almost every manufacturer

of fibers now offErs a family of UV transmitting quartz core fibers. They

all seem to be clad with a sillcate or fluorocarbon material, which would

indicate an upper temperature limit of approximately 2501C. This particular

choice of core cladding results in a rather low numerical aperture (full

acceptance angle of approximately 160) which restricts the design of optically

coupled systems to some degree. In addition, discussions with most fiber

manufacturers indicates that they are not too confident of the core to clad-

ding bond at elevated temperatures. This seems to be a process related prob-

lem, and they believe that there is no inherent restriction on the use of

these fibers up to the limit of the fluorocarbon materials used (some 240°C).

The presently available fiber optics fall into tvo distinct groups.

There is still a great deal of activity in bundles of fine (.003 inch dia-

meter) fibers similar to those produced at IITRI in the mid 1960's. In add-

ition, there are now available single fibers which range up to 0.04 inch

diameter. In every case, the outside protective jacket would have to be re-

designed for suitability in an aircraft environment, but this would not affect

the critical core and cladding process which results in relatively high trans-

10



mission coefficients in the ultraviolet region. These processes are contin-

ually being improved due to the high interest in fiber optics for data

transmission, and this can greatly benefit the advanced Aircraft Fire De-

tection Sys*%m application. However, there seem to have been no further

efforts (since 1967) to develop very high temperature fibers, e.g. MgF 2 clad

quartz, such as those originally investigated at IITRI.

Currently Available Fibers

The results of our survey of UV fiber optics manufacturers is

summarized in Table 2. The current manufacturers and suppliers of fiber

optics are not aggressively persuing fibers specifically for application in

the ultraviolet spectrum. Thus, the transmi.. 4on and numerical aperture data

applicable to the UV region may not be as reliable as is desired. A later

portion of this section deals. with the interpretation of that range of data

and how the nominal performance characteristics for Section III of the

report were derived.

An additional complication arises from the fact that some of the

fiber assembly manufacturers obtain their basic clad fibers from sources in

Europe. Schott and Quartz et Silice fibers are sold through American manu-

facturers who simply provide a protective sheathing, but Fort (of France)

is not represented in this country to our knowledge.

Figure 1 depicts the published transmission data for applicable

fibers in the ultraviolet range. There seems to be a fair degree of scatter

in the UV data between vendors. Some of this probably related to the methods

used for testing. The most thorough treatment of published data is given by

Schott 7 / Their data lies midway between the extremes of the other manufac-

turers data. Therefore, we have used a nominal attenuation of .81 dB/n; at

250nm, midway between Schott's data points for single fibers and bundles.
LThis equates to the .33 transmission coefficient used in Sect.I1I of this report.

It should be borne in mind that the steep sloes of the attenuation vs wavelength

curves could affect the final outcore of the actual systen performance viz a viz

calculations ma le usinq manufacturers data. For exampie, if the Quartz et

Silice fiber (JistributeJ by Quartz Products Corporation in the U.S.) data

is used, the attenuation jumps from 0.31 JIO/m to 4 dB/m at 25Onm.. In prac-

tice, this results in a transmission through a 5 meter length of fiber of 39%

for Schott and 1% for Q&S (at 250nm). Further, if the effective mean wave-
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length for an operating system is closer to 225nm than 250nm, the transmissions

for the same two cases would become, 14% for Schott and .003% for Q&S. How-

ever, the JP-4 flame emission data developed by Linford, Dillow, and Trumble 8 /

suggests that the mean spectral frequency of interest is in the 250 nm range.

Such variability in the data strongly suggests the need for precise measure-

ments as a part of any fiber optics development program.

While many manufacturers/distributors list single fiber availabil-

ity (usually in some form of protective sheath), only a few manufacturers

provide fiber bundles - and these are usually of discrete length (whereas

single fibers are generally available in extended lengths, up to one kilometer).
Since most of the available fibers (or bundles) are currently produced for

the communications industry, fibers for use in aircraft fire detection systems

would have to be specifically procured, probably at the bare clad-core stage,

and special sheathing produced which incorporates physical strengthening

(e.g. against rough handling, vibration, and minimum bending radii). Al-

though the cost of producing such aircraft-qualified fiber "cables" could

not be estimated by manufacturers at this time, it is expected that such cables

(in mass production)could be made available at from $0.80 per meter to just

over $3.00 per meter, depending on manufacturer. Fiber costs are significantly

more dependent on the length of fiber than on the diameter of the fiber.

Also it should be noted that non-UV (i.e. plastic) fibers for visible light

transmission have come down in price over the past few years from several

dollars per meter to just a few cents per meter. Costs as low as S.06 per foot

($.18per meter) are currently being quoted for such fibers and, as usual, are

elastic in price with the demand for quantity production9 •

No current supplier or manufacturer of optical fibers could present

valid evaluation data on vibration/shock survivability of such fibers, al-

though most indicated a belief that if fiber cables were properly tied down

(not allowed to swing free over long spans) such cables would probably be no

more succeptable to damage than would equivalent sized electrical cables.

This is probably true in view of the low unit-length weight of optical fibers

(approximately 10% of the weight of an equivalent cross-sectional size elec-

trical wire). The minimwh bend radius for most fibers is about 10 to 20 times

* A recent Anmy-sponsored study of commounications fibers indicated that
Suprasil 1 and 2 fibers of .085" core diameter met MIL-STD-202 standards for
military conditions without damage.
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Figure 1 UV ATTENUATION OF COMMERCIAL FIBERS

A x=Schott (fiber bundle)

4 
o=Schott (single fiber)

CQ=DuPont (single fiber)
*-Quartz et Silice (fiber bundle)

I +=O,8ldb/M(tfO.
8 3 L) data point used

in analysis (Section III)

3

A ITEAR Quartz et Silicei. ~. ATTENUATION t

aQ

(nan(wters)
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the nominal diameter of the clad fiber core; with reconmnended bend radius

approaching 40 core diameters if transmission losses are to be minimized.

Manufacturers' data (and several recent papers) suggest that losses up to

7dB per bend of less than 20 fiber core diameters can be expected, with

such losses falling off to below 1dB per 40xdiameter bends.

In general, then, UV conducting optical fibers are currently

available in quantity, in useful diameters and extensive lengths, and at

prices reasonable enough to be seriously considered for aircraft fire

detection system applications. While presently available cladding materials

may limit their use in aircraft environments below 240 0C (unless suitably

sheathed and heat sinked), these fibers should be adequate for concept de-

velopment and system prototyping (if not production) purposes. Further

development of magnesium fluoride and other possible (but unexplored) clad

quartz fibers, if given the proper incentives for their applicability and

use, could conceivably provide a long term solution to very high temperature

aircraft fire detection system needs.

2.3 OTHER OPTICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Although fibers suitable for optically coupled AAFDS evaluations

were of prime concern in this study, such a study would not be complete

without a review of the other components necessary in making such a sub-

system work. Fortunately, these other components (with one notable exception)

are at an advanced state-of-the-art far beyond those of the UV fibers them-

selves. The following paragraphs review each category of other essential

elements of an optically coupled fire detection system:

1. UV Optics - Since ultraviolet has long been the subject of

both laboratory-level study and, more recently, of space and

scientific and industrial applications (including photography),

optics for UV application in the form of lenses, mirrors, filters,

etc. are readily available from a number of manufacturers (Melles

Griot, Special Optics, Inc., Acton Research Corporation, Ditric

Optics, etc.), although standardly stocked optics tend to be of

slightly larger size than the minimum sizes potentially required

* the possible applicability of sapphire and other "exotic" fibers was briefly
reviewed in the course of this study, but were quickly rejected due to their
general lack of development, potential cost and diameter/length limitations.
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for aircraft fire detection systems. Several manufacturers of "micro-optics"

were contacted by telephone late in this study (when the size of optics re-

quired became apparent), but were not able to send specific data on UV micro-

optics in time to be included for consideration herein. However, these man-

ufacturers alleged that they saw "..no problem.." in manufacturing non-

precision quartz (probably Suprasil 1 or equivalent quality) optics in the

range of diameters, focal lengths and types required for aircraft fire de-

tection system applications. Their chief concern was in forecasting the

cost of such UV micro-optics since little or no experience has been acquired

to date. While low production volume, ultra-high quality precision macro-

optics for UV tend to cost, at present, in the neighborhood of $50 per lens

element, a general trend toward costs in the $5-to-$l0 per element for large

production run, non-precision Suprasil 1 optics can be envisioned. One

question that might arise in the application of such optics is the dimensional

* tolerances that need be held. Although optical imperfections (e.g. bubbles)

are not important, focal lengths are. However, much of any possible dimen-

sional tolerance problems can be compensated for (in system production) by

optical adjustment and by the fact that only paraxial rays will be of interest.

Optical coatings for use in the ultraviolet to reduce lens re-

flections and/or to act as UV band pass filters are widespread in the current
state-of-the-art. Ultraviolet-enhanced aluminum coatings (aluminum clad with

MgF 2 ) for mirrors, offering over 88% reflectance in the 180-400nm range are

in standard use and production. Wherever possible, in fact, mirror (reflect-

inq) elements should be used in preference to lenses (refracting elements)

due to both their higher transmission coefficient and lighter weight, as well

as lower costs involved. Antireflective coatings (the same 4gF2 of interest

in fiber cladding) as well as partially reflective coatings (for partial

mirrors and similar beam-coating elements) are also available at nominal cost

in production quantities. Such coatings can also be applied to lenses, mirrors,

and other optical elements to provide band-pass (UV) filtering of undesired

* since UV optics for fire detection systems are primarily "energy collec-
tors", and not precision imaging elements, the high degree of precision
found in laboratory or photographic UV optics is not required.
** for example, a 30rm diameter precision concave spherical mirror for UV
costs $17 compared to a 5am lens at $67 - both from the same manufacturer.
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visible wavelengths to prevent these "noise" elements from reaching the UV
detectors.

2. Optical Couplers: While optical couplers for fan-in and fan-

out (single fiber to bundle and bundle to single fiber) are available for

visible wavelength applications (from Galileo Electro-Optics Corp. and

others), no reference was found for such items in the manufacturers lit-

erature - nor, for that matter in our literature search - as being applicable

to UV wavelengths. This is probably due to the extreme difficulty in obtain-

ing the precise alignment of fiber ends at such short wavelengths. The lit-

erature for visible wavelengths notes dimensional tolerances on the order of

+3 micrometer (10- 4inch) for such couplers. Although coupling elements would

be of value in designing UV fiber-optically coupled fire detection systems

to reduce multiple sensor fiber runs to a single fiber, they are not deemed

critical elements of such designs. In fact, the desire to run a second

parallel, small diameter fiber to provide a UV test signal to each sensor
head would tend to obviate the desirability for using couplers in AAFDS designs.

3. Connectors, etc: Interconnecting elements for fiber optic

cables are generally available at low cost from such manufacturers as Amphenol.

A4P, Inc., Fibre Link, Beloan, etc. Many of these products use MIL-C-39012

SMA qualified components meeting all MIL-STD-202 environmental requirements

for shock, vibration, corrosion, etc. While these connectors are rated for

a temperature range of only -35% to +199 0 C at the present tine, this limit

is believed to be primarily due to the fiber cable-to-connector bonding

methods used, rather than as an inherent thern'al limit of the (metal) con-

nectors themselves. Both single fiber cable and bundle connectors (for up

to 6 or more fibers) are currently in production aiJ are available at prices

comparable to equivalent electrical connectors.

Thus, with the possible exception of uptical fiber coupling de-

vices for fan-in/fan-out usage (probably not a required element of aircraft

fire detection systems using fiber optics), all of 'he critical elements are

either in widespread production or in an advanced state-of-the-art necessary

to begin serious consideration of designing (and building) an optically

coupled UV AAFUS. Such system considerations are the subject of the next

section of this report.

17



SECTION TII

OPTICALLY COUPLED FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS

3.1 GENERAL SYSTEMS CONSiJERATIONS

Two current problems in UV fire detection aboard aircraft make

optically coupled systems particularly attractive.

I. The many void spaces in aircraft whare fires could occur

necessitates either a large number of UV sensor head locations

or exceptionally sensitive flame detectors which are able to

"see around" the obstacles which normally block UV radiation
transmission in their vicinity (e.g. smoke, fumes, intervening

equipment, etc.). But...

2. "Bare detector" systems are relatively expensive, weighty,

volumiinous, and of low quantum efficiency to
permit a large number of sensing points. And they are relatively

sensitive to high ambient temperatures encountered in most air-

cral, installations (e.g. around engines).

If optically coupled systems can be designed which overcome either or both

of these problems inherent in present "bare detector" systems, then several

Dotential advantages can be realized:

1. A greater number of fire surveillance spaces can be monitored

with a very little penalty (relative to "bare detector" systems)
in weight, voiume and - hopefully - cost, thus providing more

efficient, effective, and complete fire surveillance.
2. The self-generated attenuators of fire-radiated UV (smoke,

vapors, etc.) will have less cffect on short-range detection

systems viz a viz long-range detector systems.

3. Optical coupling could permit the removal of UV detectors

themselves to lower ambient temperature regions where increased

sensitivity to fire-generated UV radiation, and lower "false
alarm" rates can be attained.

With such goals in mind, several types of optically coupled UV fire detection

18
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systems were conceived and .'alyzed in the course of this study. But
before proceeding to the analysis, let us first review the application

considerations of interest.

Aircraft Fire Detection System Requirements

With a few notable exceptions, the overall problem of fire
detection in aircraft is one of providing surveillance coverage in a large
number of relatively small, isolated volumetric spaces. The opportunity
for "long range" (distance from UV sensor to fire location) surveillance is
limited primarily to a few wing artd fuselage areas where fuel and hydraulic
line passages may be bctter characterized as tubular or conical in shape,
rather than the more prevalent small rectangular or spherical volume.

In a typical engine installation, for example, whether the
engine is housed outboard in an external nacelle (e.g. C-141, KC-135, etc.)
or inboard in the main fuselage or flared housings (e.g. F/B-Ill, F-104), the
.,paces 'n wnich fires are most likely to occur are within an annulus sur-
rounding the engine and within the confines of the nacelle or airframe.
While such annular areas are characteristically "long" (compared to the
thickness of the annulus radially), they are quite compartmented or other-
wise broken up by bulkheads and equipments (e.g. fuel pumps, fuel feed lines,
manifolds). As a result, z-ven such "annular" spaces are (insofar as UV
radiation transmission paths are concerned) relatively small annular segments
approximating "cubes" of finite size (probably averaging 1 to 3 cubic feet
in total volume).

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate a typical jet engine installation in a
nacelle assembly. Note the apparent absence of clear optical paths axially
through the annulus formed by the outside of the engine (and its attached
auxiliary equipments) and the inside of the engine nacelle housing (shown in
Figure 3 removed for exterior view access, Dut easily visualized in its in-
place position by noting the adjacent closed nacelle housing areas to the
left and right of the exposed area).

Although the Air Force specification for testing aircraft fire
detection systems (MIL-D-27729A) calls for a fire detectivity P'...range of
4 feet from a MIL-STO 5 inch pan fire..." in a free field environment (for
detector qualificatior testing), it is quite obvious that such conditions
are infrequently encountered in real practice in aircraft fire surveillance
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(other than, perhaps, in empty cargo void spaces, etc.). Of course, real

aircraft fires - it may be argued - are not characteristically "...MIL STD

5 inch pan fires..." either. Yet how do "bare detector" UV fire detection

systems which have met the MIL-D-27729A qualification criteria perform in
"real world" aircraft (engine) fire testing?

In 1974, the Federal Aviation Administration reported on a

series of fire detection system tests employing a C-140 powerplant (J-12

engine) installation with two types of "bare bulb" detection systems in-j5/Forb
stalled. Four "bare bulb" detector heads of each of two manufacturers' types

were installed on oppositely facing bulkheads some 51 inches apart, with the

detector heads arranged to "see" along the long axis of the annulus. Each

"bare detector" head then could cover (in theory) approximately one quadrant

of the annulus formed between the engine and its surrounding nacelle struc-

ture. Regulated fuel-flow fire injectors were located at points between

the two fire detection systems' mounting bulkheads (thus providing less than

4 foot separation between any given fire injection point and a fire detector

head). Test fires were initiated using JP-4 fuel flow rates of anywhere

from 10 to 32 times the "MIL STD 5 inch pan fire" combustion rates. The

results were interesting.

While both detector systems were able to detect the highest fuel-

feed-rate fires that were within direct view of one or more detector heads

(i.e. illuminated by direct UV radiation on the order of 200 times the lumi-

nous flux intensity, measured at the detector head, of the "MIL ST0 5 inch

pan fire"), the high level (high fuel rate fed) fires that were obscured

from view by the "bare bulb" UV detector heads were not detected. On the

other hand, the low-level fires (still approximately 80 times the UV lumi-

nous flux intensity measured at the detector heads of the "MIL STO 5 inch

pan fire") went undetected in several cases, even when the fires were within

the direct view of a detector head (but were possibly obscurred by smoke or

* fumes).

This is not to criticize either the Air Force's MIL-D-27729A

qualification criteria for aircraft fire detection systems, nor the two

in a similar test series conducted for the Air Force in 1971 on a C-140 J-

12 power plant operated at simulated flight conditions, only 3 of 14 fires

(averaging from 50 to 150 times the luminous intensity of the "MIL STD 5
* 4/

inch pan fire) were detected

22
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manufacturers' UV fire detection systems that were tested. It is merely to

point out the extreme difficulty of practical UV fire detection which relies

on the detection of UV radiation over long, and obscured distances. What

such test results show is that highly distributed fire detection systems are re-

quired to reliably warn aircrews against fires and, at the same time, reduce

the probability of false alarms resulting from "pressed-to-the-limit-of-

sensitivity", high ambient temperature "bare bulb" detector systems.

In the design of UV fire detection systems for aircraft, then,

one should concern themselves more with "volumetric" coverage (wide angle,

short detection range) systems. How far the UV fire detection sensors can
"see" (i.e. detect a fire) is not nearly so important in such cases as how

much they can "see" at short range. Fortunately, this characteristic offers

the UV fire detection system designer a convenient tradeoff in his consid-

eration of the UV photometric equivalents. He can give up narrow angles

of detector acceptance necessary to "reach out" great distances, since radiation

attenuatesaccording to the inverse square law (luminosity decreasing with
2the inverse square of the distance, l/d ), for wider angles of surveillance

2(a doubling of the view angle obeying a similar squarinq law, 1/a ). For

very short distances such as the maximum dimension of the void areas en-

countered in aircraft which require fire surveillance, an essentially hemi-

spherical lens or mirror system can be used to collect UV emissions sufficient

to trigger a UV detector tube.

If one thinks of each fiber optically coupled distributed sensor

head (DSH) as an "eyeball" having a hemispherical field of view, the fire

surveillance system then becomes one of positioning a number of such DSHs

around, say, the annulus of an engine nacelle, in such a manner that each

DSH covers a hemispherical volume that slightly overlaps the adjacent DSH's

field of view (Figure 4). The question then becomes, just how many such

wide-angle, short detection range DSH "eyeballs" are necessary to cover the

areas of aircraft fire surveillance interest?

Taking the C-140 powerplant nacelle (housing one J-12 engine) as

an example, and making a few simplifying assumptions and approximations, we

estimated the total fire surveillance void volume presented inside each such

nacelle/engine annulus as follows:

- assuming the area of fire surveillance to be that region be-

tween station 66 (forward bulkhead) and station 117 (firewall)-
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see Figure 2 - a length of annulus of 117-66 51 inches, and

assuming the diameter of the J-12 engine as app. oximately 25

inches and that of the nacelle as 36 inches (values scaled from

Figure 2), the total annular "void" volune of interest is

Va = Vn - Ve = r L (rn 2 - r e2) 15.6 ft 3

Even if the entire annular volume of nearly 16 cubic feet were completely

free space (which it isn't...probably less than 40% of it is not occupied

by major equipments of some considerable volume, judging from Figure 3), a

system of only 7 DSHs, each having a semi-hemispheric volume coverage of

3.5 ft 3 (an effective range of only 18 inches per DSH) would provide complete

coverage with an overlap of 50% (each DSH seeing one half the surveillance

volume of the adjacent DSH) placed only at the ends of the annulus.

With such an arrangement, a "MIL STD 5 inch pan fire" could be

detected anywhere within the C-140 engirne/nacelle annulus with a significantly

higher probability than that of "bare detector" systems irivolving from 3 to

8 detector heads.

3.3 CONCEPTUAL FIBER OPTIC COUPLED SYSTEMS

Fiber optic coupled aircraft fire detection systems intrinsically

6h.' the desired characteristics of being able to both expand the number of

areas monitored by one (or a few) UV detectors and to more efficiently

couple the UV radiation from flames back to radiation detectors located in

lower temperature ambient environments. Since we know that certain (albeit

limited) fiber optics and components for UV exist in the current state-of-

the-art, the question then becomes how (or if) they can be used to build a

workable AAFDS; and how effective would such an optically coupled system be?

As previously noted, two basic types of fiber optically coupled

systems appear to be of interest: highly distributed systems (where many

optic:.l sensor heads are distributed throughout the aircraft's small void

spaces, and where each such head needs to "see" only a short distance), and

improved optically coupled "long look" systems (which maintain or increase

the view distance of "bare bulb" detectors by more efficiently coupling

the fire-emitted UV radiation into the UV detector itself).
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Each of these two basic types were investigated and analyzed to

ascertain their payoffs and limitations in terms of performance, reliability,

cost, weight and volume viz a viz the "bare detector" baseline systems pre-

sently under development.

Distributed Systems

Figure 5 depicts a conceptual fiber optic coupled system of the

distributed type. The principle elements of such a system are:

1. A number of sensor heads with input optics to couple UV energy

to the fiber.
2. An optical fiber (or fiber bundle) interconnecting the sensor

head to the detector transfer optics.

3. A set of detector transfer optics coupling a number of fiber

transmission lines to the UV detector.

A large number of sensor heads may be employed, each of which has

a wide view angle but a short view range. Each of these sensor heads is con-

nected through an optical fiber (or bundle of fibers) back to the UV detector

(which may now be located in a lower temperature ambient environment for in-

creased sensitivity to UV radiation with a reduced danger ul "false alarms"

generated through thermal and other non-flame generated effects). Since

each of the distributed sensor heads optically couples flame-generated UV

radiation from only a limited surveillance volume ( perhaps on the order of

a few cubic feet or less), many such sensor heads would be coupled into a

single detector tube (assuming that precise location of the fire source is

not a desirable additional feature of such systems, but merely that the

presence of a fire in a region of many such sensor heads is all the inform-

"ation that is required).

While the fire detection range of each sensor head of the dis-

tributed system is low, a fire may be detected through any one or more sen-

sor head/fiber-coupled channels with quite efficient optical coupling at

the detector tube end of the chain. In concept, a fire (equivalent to the NIL

STD 5 inc•i oan fire. is a co:iorison baseline) w;ithii the .etection range of

any sensor heaJ wou:lJ
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FIGURE 5

FIBER OPTIC COUPLING SYSTEM CONCEPT FOR U.V. FIRE DETECTION

(not to scale)

Sensor Head j

1" nominal -________

(on axis) I
flame source v2

I 7cletrlenses*.O (housing/ /
(off axisf/> -- /

Fiber: Quartz or Suprasii 1 clore with /
silicone or MgF2 cladding + -'

protective sheathing. .

V~er -

Outpt OpicsCylindrical lens*
Outpt Opics(line image forming)

7% UV detector
S... cathode

UV imaged on
active area
(0.01"4O.5")

other optical sensor
channel fibers

*all lenses Suprasil I or equivalent
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provide sufficient UV radiation in the 200-280 nm wavelength region to trig-

ger the UV detector system into an alarm indication. By positioning the

sensor heads in spatial arrays such that the field and range of view of any

one sensor head overlapped those of other sensor heads (Figure 4), fire

coverage redundancy could be achieved. Additionally, a test UV source could

be fiber optically "piped" to each sensor head and used

to periodically test the validity of the system, much as is now done in

existing "bare detector" fire detection system designs.

In concept, such distributive systems have the advantage that

no potential fire of any appreciable magnitude (probably much smaller than the MIL

STD 5 inch pan fire) would go undetected if all fire surveillance volumes

were within range of at least one sensor head. The obvious "penalty" paid by

such distributed systems is that a large number of sensor head/transmission

fibers must be employed to cover- the total surveillance volume. However,

since each of the distributed sensor head/connecting fiber units could be

made quite small, inexpensive, and light weight, the tradeoffs with "bare

detector" systems should be of considerable interest.

The primary concern with such distributed systems would then
become those of installation and maintenance. Would independently arrayed

distributed sensor heads (DSH) present a greatly more difficult problem

to install and maintain? If such DSH arrays were "fanned out" from fiber

optic bundles of, say 10 to 20 channels (a channel representing one DSH and
its associated optical fiber) to cover a total volume of, say, 8 to 16

cubic feet (assuming a 50% overlap of DSH view-fields for redundancy), it

is believed that such systems would not be any more difficult to install and

maintain than the "long look" systems described below. One concept for in-

stalling such distributed systems (in engine nacelle areas, for example)

would be to communicate the fiber optic array bundle sets along the inner skin

of the nacelle itself (a surface not presently used due to structural con-

siderations, but little effected by the light weight and volume fiber optic

-DSH arrays). Such a configuration would present little impediment to main-

tenance crews, where the nacelle access panels hinge or fold back out of the

way for imintenance access to begin with. Removable nacelle/aircraft skin

panels could be fitted with fiber connectors if sufficiently close alignment

can be achieved (for ]-on-] fiber coupling, this should not be a significant
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problem).

Distributod sensor arrays are of particular interest where the
surveillance volume is characterized by shallow depths, away from the DSH
mounting surface. For large volumes (such as cargo spates), DSH type
coupling would probable be less desirable than the "long look", large

volume type systems.

"Long Look" Systems

The second important (albeit less frequently encountered) type
UV fire detection system for potential fiber optic consideration is that
type characterized by volumes which can be described as "long" or large in
the dimension along the central viewing axis of the sensor head. Some examples of
such volumes might be in confined areas (such as wings) where fuel lines run
through confined "tubes", or more prevalently, in cargo and weapon stores
areas aboard aircraft. The primary characteristic of such volumes is that
there is usually no structural surface available for mounting the sensor that
does not require the sensor to view potential fires at long range. Thus,

"long look" sensors are needed to look across (or through) significantly
long cones or tubes of detection, perhaps up to 8 or 10 feet or more in length, i.e.
must "reach out" in their detectivity patterns. "Long look" (LL) systems

trade off view angle (small) for detection range (large) compared to the
large view angle and short detection range of DSH systems. The optics of
LL systems, then, are different from DSH optics. To fill a large LL volume,
many sensors (or some means of otherwise covering the entire surveillance
volume of interest) may be required; in other applications, only a few

long-look sensor heads (LLSH) may be needed.

One of the chief problems to be encountered by LL systems (and
hence, a valid reason for applying them only where DSH - "short look" -

sensors cannot be applied) is that of environmental attenuation in an air-

craft fire sensing environment. Fires will usually be accompanied Or preceeded) by
the generation of smoke, vapors or other UV absorptive media which obstruct
or totally obscure the UV radiation generated by the fire itself. Since
such obscuration is a function of the distance through which the UV radia-
tion must penetrate to the sensor head, LL systems require an absolute
maximum sensitivity (i.e. absolutely minimum transmission losses within the
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coupling optics system). With the assumption (for purposes of this study)

of a standard "5 inch JP-4 pan fire" source and the McGraw-Edison MK II UV

detection system as the input/output ends of the fiber optics interfacing

sub-system, the "long look" concept must provide the maximum fire detection

range possible while still compensating for the transmission losses between

the sensor head and the UV detector. Optically, this indicates that each

sensor head array (and its related optics) maximally couple the flame-size

detection threshold (taken as the 5 inch pan fire) to the UV detector, with

very limited losses in the optic system itself and possibly, a considerable

increase in the sensitivity of the UV detector itself. While such detectiv-

ity increases may be achievable with the present family of gas discharge
type detectors (having quantum efficiencies on the order of lO-4 to l0- 5
photoelectrons or "counts" per UV photon), it seems likely that other types

of "solar blind" UV detectors would be required for "long look" fire sur-
veillance systems. While the investigation of such high-efficiency detec-

tors was beyond the scope of the present study, it was noted that several

types of UV detectors that would be compatible with the lower temperature
environments made possible by optical coupling to remt ely located detectors

operating in a less severe environment do exist within the state of the
art. For example, the RCA types C31005 and 70128 photomultipliers have
"solar blind" spectral responses below 300 nm and offer greatly increased

quantum efficiencies approaching 7% (7 x 10 ,r nearly 1,000 to 10,000

times as sensitive as the gas-discharge tube).' v

In both the "short-range", distributed sensor and "long

look" concepts for optically coupled UV fire detection systems, multiple

optical sensor heads are required. Just how many such optical heads can be

coupled to a UV detector, and the allowable coupling (transmission) losses

of such sensors is analyzed in the following sub-section. The tradeoffs

of such optically coupled systems (cost, weight, volume) is covered in the

last part of this section.
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Optically Coupled Fire Detection Systems

It can be shown (see Appendix B) that the detectivity gain for any

optically coupled detection system, relative to that of an unaided (non-op-

tically coupled) system, can be expressed by the relationship:

(1) P = (A)(d b Ts

where: P(x) is the power coupled to the detector (at wave-length X)via the optical system at a distance ds.

P(X)b is the power coupled to a "bare detector" at a
distance d

A is the effective aperture area of the optics system
s

Ab is the effective sensitive area of the bare detector

db is the bare detector to flame distance

ds is the optical system head (input optics) to flame
distance

Ts is the lumped transmission coefficient of the optical
system

That is, the rotical gain over a "bare detector" system •AbJ is a direct

function of the optics employed, and can be made much greater than one to

enhance the detectivity over that of any "bare detector" alone. The net

system gain is then the excess of optical gain over the optical transmission

losses

bFor purposes of our analysis we chose to take a "baseline" system

familiar to those in the UV fire detection field and compare what optically

coupled systems could do to enhance the performance (detectivity) and re-

duce the cost, weight, and size of such "bare detector"-only systems. For

this baseline, we chose the McGraw-Edison fire detection system using the

MK II (Edison 42743--8TL) gas discharge UV detector tube (active atra --

0.005 inches 2) with its associated electronics. The Edison "bare detector"

system produces approximately So "counts" per second in response to a MIL-

D-27729A standard 5 inch JP-4 pan fire at a distance of 4.0 feet (in free

space). Taking this "count r3te" (tube avalanches in response to UV radi-

ation) as the threshold detection level that produces a "FIRE" indication

response by the Edison system, equation (I) may be rewritten:

50 t. jd• s
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or Cs 1.60 x 105 ASTs counts per second

d s

when As is in inches 2

ds is in feet

Now, for comparative purposes, we can choose to set Cs=50 counts per sec-
ond also (since this is the Edison fire detection system count threshold necessary

and sufficient to give a "FIRE" warning indication), i.e. to select a required

overall system "gain" = 1. We can then obtain a working parametric equation to

explore the optical system tradeoffs and/or to design an optical system. The

parametric optically-coupled system equation then becomes:

(3) ds2 3.2 x lO3 AsTs

Next, we can evaluate the lumped transmission coefficient, Ts, For

a wide range of optical systems that could be employed, each such system can

be considered as composed of three separate sub-system groups:

1. A number of optical sensor "heads" or UV radiation collection

sub-systems.
2. An optical fiber (or fiber bundle) transmission cable sub-

system.

3. An optical coupling system to transfer the UV "information"

from the fiber(s) transmission lines to the UV detector tube.
Such a geno'alized system is shown in Figure 5. Note that a

large number of transmission lines (fibers) may be coupled into a single

detector tube, thus providing an "area of coverage" multiplier of considerable

importance in aircraft fire detection systems applications. This factor is

not included in the optical sub-system design evaluation equation being ex-

plored in this sub-section, since we will look first at a single channel of

such a system. As such, the parametric design equation (3) need be solved

only for each sensor head/transmission line set to be coupled into the detector

with the detector-coupling optics being the same for all sensor channels

coupled to a single detector tube. Here, the detector coupling optics are

treated as the third lens of a typical channel.

The lumped optical system transmission coefficient (T1) consists

of two elements at most (and possibly only one), i.e.:
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Ts tntf

where tn is the lens and/or mirror transmission coefficients

tf is the fiber transmission coefficient

For a wide variety of UV optical coupling systems, these trans-

mission coefficients may be evaluated as:

tn= .90n where n is the number of lenses or mirrors* employed

tf = .87 x .83 LPf where L. is the fiber transmission length (in

meters) and Pf is the fiber bundle packing fraction (Pf = 1

for a single fiber)

Thus a generalized equation for optically coupled systems may be

written as:

(4) ds2 = 2.784 x 10 A (.9)N(. 8 3 )Lp

If equation (4) is rewritten in terms of the effective (input) optics aper-

ture diameter (Deff) then, d 2 1/2

Ddsf *** D 2
(5) eff 2.187xlO3 (0. 9 )N(O. 83 )LP since Aeff = eff

f, 4

Where ds is in feet

D e is in inches

L is in meters

Note that the generalized optical system equation (5) is independent of both

the field of view (Ov) of the sensor head, arid the fiber (or fiber bundle)

diameter (DF". For most practical applications, i.e. for relatively simple

* for all practical purposes, the refltction coefficients of ultra-violet-
enhanced aluminum/MgF2 coated mirrors and the traismiisbion coefficients of
Suprasil 1 lenses for the 200-280nm wavelength region are equal to about 90%.

** although manufacturers data varies widely (probably due to different
methods of measurement or calculation),La fairly consistent set of data shows
a transmi~sion coefficient of about .83 . The insertion/extraction losses
aveta. . 13%, providing a one time multiplication factor of 0.87.

*** although circular cross section optics are assumed for simplification, any
shaped optics, fibers, etc. may be applied by converting applicable areas to
circular equivalent diameters.
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optics, these parameters are related to the parameters contained in equation

(5) as follows:

(6) s' = Deff DF
2tangNA

(7) 12 tan-Di

V

(8) fT s'ds
S s

where DF is the fiber (or bundle) diameter (in inches)

s' is the fiber-end to back lens distance (in inches)

fT is the aggregate focal length of the senjr head optics

GNA is the half angle of acceptance of the fiber(s) = sin l NA,

where NA = the numerical aperture of the fiber(s)

M is the magnifization of the input (sensor head) optical system

Since the acceptance half-angle (0NA) of optical fibers is a property of the

fibers themselves (ranging from 8' for fluorocarbon resin clad quartz fibers

that are presently available, to 260 [theoretical value] for MgF 2 clad quartz

fibers which could be attainable in the future), and s' and M are optical

system design parameters which can be controlled in the optical (sensor head)

design, it is obvious that the effective aperture (Deff) and field of view ( v)

can, within reasonable limits, be anything we want to make them in order to
meet the assumed design criterion of the optical ystem's net gain being

equal to unity.

Using equations (5), (6) and (7.1, one can "design" optically

coupled fire detection systems using the following generalized procedures:

STEP 1: From general considerations of the aircraft areas to

which fire detection is to be provided, determine the effective

range (ds) and field of view (9v) of the type of optical sensor

head required, and the length nf fiber transmission line (L) to

be used.

STEP 2: Use equation (5) to determine the Deff required, assuming

* (for the moment) "nominal" optics (usually 2 or 3 lenses and/or
r mirrors), and a single, large diameter fiber, i.e. Pf.l.
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STEP 3: Design the input optical system (from requirements

for Defffrom equation (5), determine DF, s', and M from equation

(6) and (7) as required).

STEP 4: If the active fiber diameter (DF) required is greater

than that available in a single fiber (0.040 inch at present),

recompute Deff (using equation 5) for a Pf=.7 (for plastic clad

fibers) or Pf=. 8 5 for MgF 2 clad fibers (or use other suitable Pf

values as new fibers become available). Repeat steps 2 and 3,

as required, to arrive at the "optimal" design.

Before proceeding with the analysis of several conceptual designs
in the sections below, let us first consider the general effects of the po-

tential improvements in optical fibers as indicated in Section II of this

report.

From equations (5), (6) and (7), it may be seen that the increase

in acceptance angle (9NA) offered by MgF 2 or other similar thin-clad (and,

fortuitously, high temperature) fibers has a "double" payoff in permitting

both larger Deff at shorter s' (optics-to-fiber coupling distance and, hence,

reduced physical size, weight and probable cost of sensor head optics) while,

at the same time, permitting the use of smaller fibers (or smaller bundles)

for a given desired field of view ( v) or for a given optical magnification.

While currently available plastic-clad fibers of low ONA and DF would tend to

be critical factors in the development of practical optically coupled systems
from the standpoint of attainable optical magnifications (on the order of .01

to .001), fiber bundle diameters, relatively low packing fractions and long

optical coupling dimensions (s'), the primary influence of both existing and

new fiber developments will be in attaining reduced system cost. In today's

state-of-the-art fiber market, fibers tend to cost "by the unit length" rather

than as a function of fiber diameter. Thus, for a given length of transmission

line (per sensor head or, when multiplied by the number of sensor heads per

UV detector and thence per aircraft), the overall cost savings of large DF and
9NA fibers could represent a considerable savings in the system. But many

of the "shortcomings" of present fibers can be compensated by increasing the

sensitivity (detectivity) of the UV detectors themselves or by simply in-
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creasing the optical gain of each sensor head.*

In the sections below, nominal design concepts are presented for

both wide-angle, short-range "distributed" fire detection systems as well as

for surveillance-volume-tailored "long-look" systems. In each case, the

reader can determine the potential contributions the development of high-

temperature, wide acceptance angle (high numerical aperture) fibers would

make by solving equations (5), (6), and (7) bsing the appropriate new-
fiber parameters (DF, tF, GNA).

Conceptual Systems

As previously noted, two basic types of optically coupled UV

fire detection systems are required for aircraft: the "distributed" or

short-range/wide-view angle type for areas such as engine nacelles where

potential fire-surveillance areas are characterized by numerous small volumes;

and "long-look" systems where surveillance volumes are characterized by larger

detection distances (and narrower view angles). While, in principle, both of

these type systems are similar from an optical viewpoint - each requiring a

differently tailored optical sensor head, a fiber transmission line, and

identical UV detector tube coupling elements - the primary difference lies

in the design of the sensor head optics (assuming the same or similar trans-

mission line length to a remote UV detector). The only differences in the

transmission lines and hence in the UV detector coupling optics is the number

of fiber channels that must be carried over the transmission line length

(and hence, the cost of such systems may vary greatly since cost is highly

correlated to fiber lengths). For the purposes of this study, however, we

will assume that transmission line lengths for both type systems are equiv-

alent, and that they will use the minimum number of fibers consistent with

optical needs, system reliability, and cost/weight/volume considerations.

Distributed: Systems

Figu.'e 5 depicts a typical (conceptual) distributive system using

a number of remotely located optical sensor heads and their associated optilal

fiber transmission lines coupled with one (or more) UV detectors of the gas-

* an optimized aircraft fire detection system should take advantage of im-
provements in both optical fibers and UV detectors to provide expanded f re,
detection surveillance and reduce system cost, size and weight.
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discharge tube type. A number of possible sensor head optical systems are

shown (conceptually) in Figure 6. While only one of these optical sensor

head concepts coul'd be analyzed within the scope of this study, each type

offers certain characteristics of potential interest in further developnqent

of optically coupled systems (see Section IV).

Using equations (5), (6) and (7) the following analysis was

made of a "typical" distributed (wide-angle, short-range of detection) sys-

tem concept.

Let the design parameters be:

L =5 meters

d,= 2.0 feet

G=150' (vertical x 3600 annular)

Using current state-of-the-art fibers (NA =.139 or 0N 8%, tF

D 0.040 inch) and assuming the optical system to consist of 3 lenses and/F*
or mirrors (N=3), we ran find the D efrequired from equation (5):

Deft 3 2 2 3 5 (for P f = 1)
~2.187xl 3 (.9)3 (83)

- 0.0l8 inch
Thus, the actual physical size of the optics (and any apertures internal

thereto) must equql or exceed 0.08 inch in diameter. For lens/mirror avail-

ability (in Suprasil 1 optics or equivalent) we would probably use actual

lens elements/riiirrors of 0.25 inch diameter.or larger in order to maintain

the use of pairaxial rays only.** This wouli also allow longer lengths

of optical fiber transmission lines (greater than 5 meters) to be used,
or greater "gain" safety factor if desired.

From equation (6) we find the lens-fiber coupling distance

(minimum) to be (assuming a D F .040" fiber):

0.08 - 0.04
2 -tan 8"

.14"

i.e. the fiber end must' be at least (but close to) 0.14" from the rear element

of the optic system to make full use of Def Any coupling distance (s')

*2 lenses/mirrors in the sensor head plus one lens In the detector coupling
optics.

**the use of paraxial rays requires less in lens precision than does the use
of full lens/mirror diameters.
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Figure 6 SENSOR HEAD CON1CEPTS & DETECTION PATFERNS
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greater than 0.14" would provide a greater Deff (and hence greater optical
system "gain") and, since we have 0.25" diameter optics available, we'd
probably use an s' = 0.25" or greater, although this would require longer
focal length optics. Thus, for calculation purposes, we'll use .14"
for s'.

Now, using equation (7), we find the optical magnification re-
quired to match the required field-of-view (9v= 1500) to the fiber diameter
and acceptance angle (Df= .04", 9NC 80) at the fiber-lens separation dis-
tance (s' = 0.14"):

M = 2 tan"1 (0.04/2x.14)/150 = 0.108

Thus, an optical system with a fractional magnification (M = 0.108), such as
that offered by an "inverted telescope" or "fisheye" lens, is required. The
focal length for such an optical system is given by equation (8) as:

S'ds = (.14) (24) = 0.139 inch (or f = s')
f=s" + d" 224.14s

If such a focal length were not available in a single lens for the diameter
of micro-optics needed, we would probably choose composite optics of apppro-
priate "stock" focal lengths to give a composite focal length approaching
0.14". *

Such an optical system sensor head is shown schematically in
Figure 7. The sizes/dimensions noted are the minimums required, and are prob-
ably considerably less than required for ruggedizing the unit to meet mili-
tary application requirements. However, it is estimated that such units -
even when "militarized" - would not exceed 0.5" in diameter x 1.0" length
(for the sensor head) and 0. 125" diameter for the fiber transmission line (including

the focal length of composite optics is given (approximately) by:

1I__ .= 1 (evaluated at x)f fT 1 2
where each pair of lenses is calculated to give an (interim) equivalent focal
length, and then compounded by the above formula to give the overall system
focal length. Note that concave lenses have focal lengths that are negative
(-f), such that short effective lengths can be attained for the overall sys-
tern
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FIGURE 7
D/IST ,E-ENSOR HEAD (DSH) - PMelimnary Design Concept
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suitable protective sheathing). The estimated weight of each such sensor
unit is on the order of a few ounces, with the fiber transmission line weigh-

ing on the order of 1 ounce per meter... or a total sensor/cable weight of just
about 1/2 pound per sensor location. A full complement of, say, 10 such
sensors (and cables) would provide complete and effective fire surveillance

in a typical engine nacelle and, with a total optical "system" weight of
only 5 pounds, would weigh far less than the 6 "bare detector" heads now
being considered at a weight of some 18 lbs. If 1 of the 6 "bare detector" (dual

tube) heads are retained for use with the optical sensor system, and this detec-

tor was moved to a cooler operating environment (with an attendant weight

reduction possible in both the detector cases and cables - reducing its

weight to something like 1 pound ), the weight saving per engine nacelle

should be something like 18 - 5 = 13 pounds per engine nacelle monitored.

While it is difficult to precisely evaluate the cost tradeoffs
at this preliminary stage, rough costs (per sensor channel) should be on the

order of:

Optics (2 lenses/mirrors @ $5) = $101
Fiber (5 meters @ $2/meter) cable = $10 per sensor head

BASIC PARTS = $20

Housing, connectors, assembly
and test (MIL qualified) xlO factor

T200/sensor channel

10 channels xlO

TOTAL $2000 per nacelle

ronpared to the 5 "bare Jetector" assemblies that could he elininate: (at k

savings of approximately $1000 each), a net savings of some $3000 per nacelle
should be realizable...and a far greater degree of fire detectivity achieved

along with a greatly reduced "false alarms" rate.

While these values are deemed speculative at this stage, they

are believed to be within 20% of realizable costs/weight/and volwne, as well

as performance.

* Note that one more lens is required for each detector-fiber group inter-

face-or a total of 22 lenses for a 10-optical sensor system.
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For such sensor systems, Figure 8 shows the tradeoffs between

a MIL-D-27729A flame detection distance (ds) and fiber cable length (L)

". for various sized optics (Deff). Since variations in Ov are achieved in

the design of the sensor head optil,. only, the values shown in Figure 8

apply to "long look" systems as well.

"Long Look" Systems

The primary, if not only differences between "long look" systems

and those "distributed" systems described above, would be in the sensor head

optics (higher optical gain for longer detection range; narrower angles of

view) and, perhaps, in the number of such sensor heads required to fill a

given "long look" volume. As may be noted from the parametric treatment

of ds vs L (as a function of Deff) above and in Figure 8 , detection ranges

of well over 10 feet or more should be achievable with cable lengths of over

5 meters using relatively small optics (Deff less than 0.5"). Advanced

fibers (9NA= 260) could provide single lens/mirror systems of slightly

lower cost.
A conceptual drawing of a typical "long look" system is provided

in Figure 9. Note the method by which overlapping conical areas of coverage

could be used to provide large volume area coverage (assuming the intervening

space to be free of obstacles). The optics described in the previous section

for distributive systems are essentially the same for long-look systems

except that the field of view required for "long look" applications may be

less than those for DSH. Again, Figure , shows the tradeoffs between flame

detection range (ds ) and optical fiber transmission line length (L) as a

function of effective aperture (Deff) applicable to long-look as well as

distributive systems. The larger optics diameters are generally more applic-

able to the long-look systems since greater optical gain is required to

overcome the I/ds 2 flame-to-lens-distance fall off and/or environmental at-

tenuation encountered in aircraft applications.

Weight, size and cost considerations for long-look systems are

essentially the same as those for distributive systems. One possible excep-

tion is that, where the acceptance angle (9 of the fibers is suffi-

cient to provide the full angular coverage necessary, then only simple (e.g

* .one lens or mirror) input optics should suffice. At least one sensor head
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lens or mirror would always be required unless the cross sectional area ofthe fiber itself (currently limited to 0.001 inch2 for 0.040" diameter

fibers - the largest UV fiber currently marketed) was sufficient to give

the gain required. This would result in a fractional "gain" for the system

since the effective area of the bare detector is 0.005 inch 2 . Thus the ds

and fiber length (1) for such "bare fiber" systems would have to be kept

very short indeed...much less than 2 feet and 1 meter, respectively, and

hence probably would not qualify it in the "long look" category. Under

such circumstances, the cost of UV optical elements would probably be about

20-30% less for such long-look systems, although the net overall cost, weight

and size savings would probably be negligible.

Since most "long look" applications reviewed (briefly) in this

study do not require further thermal isolation of the UV detector (as do many

of the distributive system applications), fiber transmission line lengths

could be kept short if it were not for the desire to couple as many optical

sensor input channels as possible per detector of the sake of cost/weight/

volume economy. Only a specific application-oriented analysis can determine

such tradeeffs. Since both initial and life system costs, weight, and volume

are closely correlated to fiber transmission line length times the number of

fibers, if bundles are emplcyed,times the number of sensor heads/transmission

lines empioyed, and, to a far lesser extent, to the input optics employed,

suitable tradeoff analyses cannot be performed without knowing 1) specific

applications, and 2) the increases in performance (detectivity, surveillance

area coverage) desired. Howiver, the fact that optical coupling acts to

improve performance in all critical AAFDS system aspects, and to reduce cost,

weight, and volume of aircraft fire detection systems specifically, the

potential payoffs of such concepts using current state-of-the-art ttchnology

seems highly worth while pursuing.

Other Optical System Considerations

The following considerations are applicable to all types of

optically coupled UV Nire Detection Systems:

1. UV vs. Solar Attenuation - Most optical systems capable of

transmitting ultraviolet radiation also transmit radiation of longer wave-

lengths such as those in the solar visible on IR spectrum. In fact, they

do so preferentially (i.e. their attenuation of UV is higher than for visible
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wavelengths). As such, the signal (UV) to noise (visible and IR) ratio

introduced into the UV detector may well be inverted through the optical

system unless proper filtering is employed. This required filtering is

easily obtained in the sensor head optical system via the use of appropriate

lens coatings or separate UV band-pass filters. All optical designs should

include provisions for such filtering in each channel or, at the very least,
in the optics coupling the fiber outputs to the UV detector itself. Such

filtering should not have an appreciable additional attenuation effect on

the desired UV signals, an6 can even be made to reduce the "other radiation"

triggered false alarms induced into "bare detector" systems. Since the UV

detectors with optical coupling can now be isolated in lower temperature
environments and even shielded against ambient radiation, most false alarm

generation should be eliminated other than those false alarms due to voltage
transients within the detection system's electronics themselves. By only

slightly "over-designing" the optical gain of each channel, the UV detector

bias voltage levels and wave form characteristics (e.g. going to DC biasing
at lower voltage) can be adjusted to minimize false alarm triggering while

maintaining optimal sensitivity to UV reduction.

2. Installation/Maintainability - Optical components, including
the fiter transmission lines themselves, are capable of MIL-SPEC ruggedization

without too much more difficulty (and in many cases, less) than electrical

components. For example, electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding of

optical elements should not be required. A number of non-metallic

(i.e. electrically non-conducting) sheathing and ruggedizing techniques are

available that can be used to minimize EM! and, at the same time save weight,

volume anW cost.

Sensor heads can be made of high-temperature metallic or non-

metallic materials of sufficient strength to prevent physical damage during

maintenance and installation. If the sensor head housing (and, for that

matter, the fiber cable sheathing) can be made of a high thenal conductivity

material and these components heatsinked to cooler aircraft surfaces such as

the back ..ide of subsonic aerodynamic surfaces, much can be accomplished in

reducing tne ambient temperatures "seen" by the optir system elements.
Protective shields can be employed over the sensor optics to protect them
from physical damage, scratching, or abrasion just so long as any such

protective housing is UV transparent, does not appreciably reduce Dff, and
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are easily removable for periodic cleaning. Removal of UV absorbing films and
"coatings is a "must" in maintaining optical UV sensor heads at peak performance
levels. Accessability to such heads for cleaning should be a prime consider-
ation in locating the heads within aircraft structures, second only to their
basic purpose of being able to "see" fires.

Even with MIL-SPEC ruggedization of optical system components, the
weight, volume, and cost of such assemblies should still be well below those
for "bare detec-or" systems since 1) no electrical power need be furnished to
the optical sensor heads or cables, and 2) even a doubling of weight and volume
over the minimum necessary to make the sensors optically effective would still
result in much smaller components than those presently associated with "bare
detector" systems.

Probably the primary physical-damage mechanism to be associated
with optical systems is that of the bending of optical fiber cables in radii
smaller than 10 to 20 times the fiber diameter (although for- say, 40mil fibers
this is only .4" to .8" radii). Such bends not only could damage (or break)
the fibers themselves, but provide UV transmission loss areas in excess of
those of straight or long-radius bend runs. The protective sheath for each
fiber or bundle can be designed to prevent inadvertent over-bending during
installation and maintenance. Considerable care must be exercised in laying
out fiber run installations to observe the bend radius restrictions.

3. Optical System Test Provisions - Separate opLical fibers may
also be used to feed UV test signals to each sensor head or group of sensors.
A small (say 4mil) fiber can be run in each fiber transmission cable at
little additional cost, weight or volume to feed a UV test signal to each
sensor head. The UV test source can be co-located with (but optically
isolated from) the UV detector tube. The source can be optically "switched"
to each sensor head ( for one-on-one- testing) by either a motorized shutter
mechanism or by electronic switching techniques (e.g. Kerr cells or crystal

* diodes). Since such testing would provide a two-way checkout of not only the
sensor head, but of the transmission fiber and test fiber themselves (with no
electrical "short circuits" possible*) such test methods should provide an

* although optical "short circuits" are conceivable, they are nearly
* impossible due to the absorption of UV by most materials. Optical isolation

between the test and return channels is simple and effective.
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even greater advantage over electrically connected systems. Any break, over-

* crimping, or obscuration in either input or return channel would result in a

fault indication if the system is designed such that the UV test signal is of
equivalent intensity to the sensor threshold detection level. It should be

noted that an additional advantage to optical fiber coupled systems would

accrue in that breaks in fibers (if their alignment is maintained by the

protective sheathing) tend to be self-correcting, unlike electrical cabling,

in that UV transmission across such breaks is still possible.

In this and preeeding sections of this report we have saen that:

1. The basic "building blocks" (technology) to build a fiber

optic coupled aircraft fire detection system exist today and that

2. Using "conventional" UV input optics, more than sufficient

gain can be achieved to overcome the transmission losses of sig-

nificantly long runs of optical fiber cables, and in fact, increase

the detectivity of fire detection systems while obtaining signifi-

cant reductions in cost, weight and volume.

3. Preliminary designs of optically coupled systems strongly in-

dicate that optically coupled fire detection systems can be built

and tested without major additional developments.

A summary comparison of optically coupled vs "bare detector" systems

is shown in Table 3.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this review of the state-of-the-art of fiber optics and related

subsystem components, and in assessing their applicability to aircraft UV

fire detection systems, we have shown that optics can aid the fire detection

system designer in improving his system in many ways:

1. By permitting him to move the UV detector tube to a more

benign environment (especially lower temperature and reduced

ambient radiation outside the UV spectrum), thus permitting greater

detector sensitivity while, at the same time, reducing the "false

alarm" rate.

2. By enabling one UV detector tube to monitor a large number

of fire-potential positions via fiber-coupled optical sensors.

3. By permitting a variety of adaptive sensor head input optics

designs that can be tailored to meet the specialized needs of

aircraft fire detection area surveillance.

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

Although the recent emphasis in optical fiber development has

been in the communications area and not, per se, in the UV region, a number

of fibers and all other required sub-system components suitable for aircraft

fire detection system development responsive to the requirements for an Ad-

vanced Fire Detection System (AAFDS) are currently available from a number

of manufacturers. Some of these fibers have temperature ratings of up to

2500 C while all other components are rated well above this temperature, and

thus are within the range required for AAFDS applications.

Although little additional work has been done over the past

decade on magnesium fluoride (MgF 2 ) clad fibers, the great progress in fiber

core development using other cladding methods, and the advancements in the

use of MgF 2 as an optical coating agent in general optics are greatly encour-

aging in that a combination of these technologies (UV fiber core materials

and MgF 2 cladding) could provide a high-temperature (well in excess of 300*C),

low loss (tf-.8 L), and, most important, high numerical ?perature (NA
0. 44/GsA 260) fiber for AAFDS should presently available fibers be limited

in some way not known through analytical means such as those used in this

study.
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Yet the aircraft fire detection system designer need not wait

for the development and production of MgF 2 or other similarly clad high-

performance fibers to begin development and testing of fiber-optically

coupled systems. The presently available fibers and other subsystem compo-

nents strongly suggest that the technology is here - now - to begin actual

development and testing of optically coupled systems. Optical systems can

increase both the detection range and view angle of unaided "bare detectors"

while, at the same time, achieving significant reduction in cost, weight,

volume and complexity of aircraft fire detection systems. When (and if)

more advantageous fibers become available, they can be directly "plugged

in" to properly designed optical sensor heads and UV detector tube coupling

optics on a l-to-l replacement basis.

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

A pilot (prototype) fiber iptic coupled UV fire detection system

program should be instituted to evaluate the concepts and analytical findings

presented in this report. The objectives of this program should include:

1. The critical design, development and testing of a prototype

fiber optic system using current state-of-the-art technology.

2. Evaluation of the achievable increases in performance, and

reduction of cost, weight and volume of such optically coupled

systems and their related payoffs in terms of reduced false

alarm rates, increased detector sensitivity, and improvements

in associated fire detection system electronics.

3. Identifying (and, if necessary, promoting) specific sub-

system element developments (e.g. fibers, optics, detectors)

that can be used to further enhance the overall effectiveness

and efficiency of aircraft fire detection systems.

4. Demonstration of the performance of integrated optically-

coupled UV fire detection systems - by actually building and

testing hardware in aircraft operational environments.
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Properties of
Du Pont PFX-S
Silica Core
Fiber Optic Cables

PFX-SI20P is a single channel PFX4 1209 Notes on
plastic clad silica fiber optic cable. Test Methods:
its large diameter single fiber is 1. Steady state values beyond the
protected by jackets of HytreP' 250 meter coupling length.
polyester elastomer and KeviarO
aramid fiber to give this cable 2. The strength at which the

outstandinig strength and optical fiber breaks in a one meter

ruggedness, test length. Ends wrapped around
PFX-220Ris dua chanel1.6 cm radius mandrel.

plastic 3.a siiafbrotccbean be wrapped five times
designed f or two-way around a 3.0 mm diameter
Communication and protected in mandrel with no fiber breakage.
the same manner as the single PFX-S22OR-60 4. Proposed MIL-STD- 1678-
chann~el cable described above
which provides outstanding Method 2010.
resistance to physically hostile ~~~ri rdc sblee ob
envirolnments, suitable f or the en% ironrnent of

The large active diameter and V . typical laboratory applications
large numneical aperture of the where fiber optic materials are
fiber provide easy and efficient =11T7 being considered, Where severe
coupling even with inexpensive - .L- industrial or military applications
connectors. Th iiacore iwelare being contemplated, the

cehere sithica tosg well designer should consult Du Pont f or

cladding to which a connector .' the latest laboratory exposure
can be crimped directly. The black A.P data that will assist him to estimate
pigmnented jacket provides UV the performance of this cable
resistance. We believe it is amongr during th expected life of the
the most rugged silica filbe3h cables system. For example. the optical
curently available. Puin lenths up Tyia Pr-pof" of fb~er sill meets the atteniuation
to one kilometer are Iposs,,ble PF- pk. ~ specifications otter fifteen months
depending on the source. ____________ wnmersion in waler at room

connectors, and receive( Maxtmumf Attenujation' tempe-rature and is still being
40dcB/km of 775 ryn tested The jacketed cabile meets

Maximum Spocwro 50 d8O/km at M2 rvii attenuation specifications at 82
Attenua~tion ---- afr~oter '12 daoys exposure at

Nk,~ecO Apewtvo-OC/0%

Steutdard Fiamfic Cato Cabiti

Porttwn RA) 027 of 1 OiadO~fl K.X-P140
~...--~.. -------- vlo@i channow; $150 metr.oo

Cote Potwe hJAL45 PtX P240
-------- . troharnp!)~ 3 00 mntor

Typial ropeboaof n"Iode Tionavititn Pi~tic

tei't Sfrh~t:SLAOR 65 kg cowwcfted £ptatic 2 25. rn~o1W
-S22O~~ l30 .1haviWe 5Rp "tonimrmeQi rt~tic

C~~V l? ~ 8kg m ICiod S&CO Coto Ccb~oz

30-,~ cciivw

tok530"2 5anf
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QSdOF-A Series

Low-Loss, Large Diameter Silica Core, Step-index

Single-Strand Optical Fibers

fil Easy Couplping to LED's, DetectorsVt0
* Long Length* to 10 Km N
0 High Tensile Strength & Flexibility
a Large Diameter Single-Strand Fiber T

replaces "bundles", especially for ir......
and uv applications

M "Best Available" low-loss fiber for
nuclear radiation resistance

*II Excellent laser power handling
*II High Flexibility, High Temperature

Teftel CotingAll QSF-A materials exhibit attenuation* of
loear than 5 dbiKm at 0.85 urn.

Starting with large Ingots of extremely pure ultraviolet, visible and infrared regions.
fused silica, Quartz Products is able to of- Recovery from nuclear radiation is reported
fer a range of large aiameter, long length as "equal to the best" by government
optical fibers with many important advan- sources. With the high purity of fused
tages. Large Ingot size permits drawing 10 silica, both strength and stress-elongation
Km lengths and longer In large diameters. are extraordinarily high, permitting great
High purity keeps attenuation iow in the ease In handling and cabling.

jeaDETECTOR AMPLIF1~

III

- ~ L ]LIGHT -i I N LINE ~
DRIVR f SOURCE CONNECTOR A

0eK j~~ I PCAL TE~NAL-.
- ~ R ,PEPCAL (:ON ETOI

T -Oct] Fiber Trmnsmits"o Systemw. Upon request, QPC will provide namas of corn~pn
mnanulactwete,. catga Producers and system ass, llers using OSF-A Seris fibe.

.-*w P.M CA CW'

Quartz Products Coirp. -- .

svuorPtainfield, New Jersey 07061
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"QF-A Series

FEWg ZMr Standlard Standard Maximum Maximam Kvmerca 3 db TeueWs Mintmu
2111IIIIII14r SilCen. TOWze Unct Atialwution Apermr OPtica Shegt k"dn

gon Nldding C60i#g Lengt at 0.35 ugo Banwilitb KOW Radius
uOn 0.0. urn 0.0. Km il/Km MHz*Km-

OSF-A-200 200 400 600 10 5 0.22 25 500 3
QSF-A*300 300 440 650 6 5 0.22 20 500 10
OSF-A-400 400 550 850 5 5 0.22 15 500 12
QSF-A-600 600 750 1060 3 5 0.22 9 500 15
'on short lengths
Notm
1. Both "B" and "HA" salies are available with attenuations of !S 10 ribIKm and -el00 rb/Km

respectively. offering high economy where the greater attenuations can be tolerated.
2- Cladding and coating diameters may be reduced tor special fiber O.D. requiremrents.
3. Both 100 urn and 1000 urn core diameter fibers are also available on request.

Attsnlowlto

... . .F a~o ..... ~

* Bandwidffh HUnwica APerUr
40~ ~ dP v2 Langtn

4.1 -'I,.
W~

t 2

Attsnut lon.Oan wldt.

QF 688 Somrerset s Coq

Ptainf/ied, Now Jeoeay 07061
(201) 757-4545 -- a---a--i

53-c 5 db/Km



FUSED SILICA LENSES

Fuse siicais n idal ptial ateral or any Suprasil 1 is the best grade of synthetic fused silica

applications. It is extremely transparent over a wide commercially available for ultraviolet and visible applica-

spectral range, has a low coefficient of thermal expansion, tions. It offers both the highest transmission (especially in

and is resistant to scratching and thermal shock. the deep ultraviolet), and very low fluorescence levels

Synthetic fused silica (amorphous silicon dioxide) is (approximately 0.1% that of fused natural quartz excited

formed by chemical combination of silicon and oxygen. It at 254nin). Suprasil I does not fluoresce in response to

is not to be confused with fused quartz which is made by wavelengths longer than 29anm. In imaging systems, and

crushing and melting natural crystals. Synthetic fused in dccp-UV applications. Suprasil I is the ideal choice. Its

silica is far purer than natural materials. This increased homogeneity, as evidenced by the tight index tolerance,

purity assures higher ultraviolet transmission, better results in improved image quallity and highly predictable

homogeneity, and freedom from striac or inclusions. lens specifications.

When compared with glass or fused quartz. fused silica Abbe constant: 67.6 ± .5
lenses offer a number of advantages: Change of refractive index with temperature (0 to 700CQ:

1. Greater LIV and IR transmission. 1.1 06'
2.Low coefficient oft thermal expansion. providing

stability and resistance to thermal shock over large Homogeneity (Maximur inmdex v-aration over I10cm aper-

tempratue exursins. ure) Suprasil 1 is 6.6 x 10- 6 , Optical Quality is

3 Higher thernmal operating range. 2

4. Increased hardness and resistance to scratching. Obsc.uration (Maximum average percent from bubbles,

5. Much higher resistance to radiation darkening fronm inclusions and striae per cm thickness). Suprasil 1 is
UIV. x-rays, tamina rays, and neutrons. 0.001%. Optic-al Quality. is (1.01%

Manufacture of fused quartz by crushing andi melting otiuuoprinte erue- aium90

r'atural c:rystalihne quartz, or by (using silica sands, results
in agraula mirosrucureandhoble ntrpnsn?. Coefficient osf thermal expansion- 5.5 x 10-7 /C

Microstructurr and impurities lead to local index v-Aria '- Tbensl~lConduetivit' (100C) 0 0035 cal See-i cMfl<C, 1

tions, and contribute, along %%ith bubbles and o~paque The following table ihow% the refractive indc- of Sirprasil
particles, to reduced tranimission throughout the specc I versus w3%velength at 210*t To obtain index for

snss. he ynteti fued ilia mterah e oferare Optical Quality Synthetic Fused Silica, round the
manufactured by flame h~drolvsils ito extreniely llhh foown vaus fftth oridemlpa.
szartdrds. The resultant material is colorless andi non- Acrc of iiidex !ý3 x 10- ~
crystalline. Suprasil I his an impurity content tif about
orne part pern million. Co~ntrolling the purity of the ni it nm n to n

reactants and condition., of rvictkin (rathe-r than minply 05 577Z03 443311 70

reme'osg naturAl miAteril3si assures tile htigh quality of the 20-6 20 1,54166 289 36 1 49028 M65 45 1 47'448
slinthetic fuse s,-ea fromn which %Le make our lenses. 81 5S 1 53434 ",M_06 1 4NN 17 404.65 1.46061

Optical Qual'v Synthetic Fused silisa 4eniet ire 2.6 5 1 5~2 30V 7 lo 1 485,5 435 FL) 146669 (Ns)

ide-llv% suited for appliatronsM in eftelp.v$theuin; arid Z][ f0 51473 313 17 1 4lA4 4 486 13 1.4 6 3 l4 (nr)

iragitn systemi in the inid.LW, .Avtible an d ite-r IR They 148 20 I 04 3.5 l.77 40 I407(

'Atli, in all rePevs'. ositpe-iOrm simple futedquairls Of 2~2105 0~~145~i576l54(~

gilass lenses with similar parameters. 25 j6 1 4009~4 300175662 
4 6 7
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TRANSMISSION FOR SUPRASIL 1, OPTICAL QUALITY SYNTHETIC FUSED SILICA AND OPTICAL CROWN GLASS

jt .ril~ thliiknc.', surt.,-c rct tI•I.,rl n !Lll!.'t

100

Ssuprisi1 1

z 60 'Optical Quality /- /
SSynthetic 1-used Silica

S 40 IOptical Crown

I- i
I /"-" 20 I

/ /

160 180 200 220 240 2o0 280 300 3.20 344 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500

,AVE .E•NGTII INN -ANOMEr'IRS

-- ---o - =- - -=•

- %upmtkl I

e 40

20 ~O~z~atCrown

00.3 0 Is 2 30 4 4•o0•

WAVFLIE(.T11IN MICROMMRl1S
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Append /028 to product number of object to be ceated. ULTRAVIOLET:ENHANCED ALUMINUM

too By apphvini a film of an ulti-aviolet-transmitting

dielectric (usually MgF:), the reflec-ivity of pure, bare

PO aluminum can be preserved in the ultraviolet. The

UV Enhanced Aluminum dielectric layer prevents oxidation of the aluminum
6,0 O" incidence surface and provides abrasion resistance. While the result-

ing surface is not as abrasion-resist-ant as our protected
4 aluminum, this coating may be cleaned with care.

S0Reflectance averages over 88% from 18Ohm to 400hm,
and over 85% throughout the visible. This coating can be

0 applied to all of our mirrors with the exception of the

WAVIU.GM IN N paraboloidal and ellipsoidal reflectors,

A opend /036 to product number of'object to be coatea. SILVER (for use in internal reflection only)

Through must of " 'e visible and in the near infrared,
IGO silver has higher reflectance than aluminum, at least for a

short time following deposition. Because the advantage is
temnporarv, sih-er is rarely used in external re,.ction.

tSihoe Instead, salver L .used alm ost e "x a .- in Internal
ureflection. Oxidation and tarnish are prevented by over-

coating the external surface with a+s additional4 layer of

:other Inconel or copper. The inco elor coppcr layers 3re

"subsenqruentiy painted to increase abrasion rmstance. In
thii way the high initial frf1¢iea,-ie of silver U tsdefinitely

,1#m• , Sil vr 15 frcq-1'ntt u •s n the ittv iafra-c

tt,terval contain•t.g the eodyvmiunm and gllhum amienmde

laser hin-). be,4uie it avnds the nual dip in rrfletýtanee

;ii-kh alununm exhibits m t~iii inter•-•. In the ncar

ulttavllcti slIVer1 has vecry lo. refi cancc. w-d alungrisut

is a pmekiral d.olce. vlx,,n the Vs-Iblc into the mtt-,!

infrared, salver c~fe-% the hqhetu tnternal rd~tct~e
1~ilbC from a netAillic Costruq- Silvvf ~A2, a leu"e effect

than ai 0+•mm on p~olar*atti state ri thcst pants of the
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f~3 iR A A D F M I I PREC('SION Of TICAL CONNECTOR.F j~n~VUu FOR~iNGLE FIBER CABLE

AMPHENOLLC 906RIERIE

SINGLE FIBER TERMINATION
The Increasing popularity of single fiber MATING FACE

cable In optical data transmission systems
is one of the primary factors behind the
development of Amphenol's new 906 Series
connectors.

These single fiber connectors are
designed to support improved system per-
formance and specifically offer reduced
signal losses, repeatability and low cost.

Since loss characteristics are directly
related to accurate alignment of the fiber,
particular design consideration was given
to three critical areas yielding a 1.5-2.0 dB
termination.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Lateral Displacement: .0002'maximum
Angular Displacement: Less than 1*FIE
End Separation: .0001' minimum to PN

.0013' maximum

Our 906 Series terminates several of the ENLARGED ViEW
popular single fibers presently offered by OF 9065 SERIES
-nianufacturers such as:Gaiileo; ITT: SIEiCOR. MATING FACE SHOWING
Tim-3s; Valtec. POSITIONING PINS

IN PREC;~,lON FIBER OPTIC CONNEC- FOR PRECISELY LOCATING
TORS, THE NAME AMPHENOL AND STATE- OPTICAL FIBER
OF-THE-ART ARE SYNONYMOUS.

'Patent applied for.

AMPHENOL RI' OPERATIONS, eunker Rafrio Cpo.eTowlo
33 E. Franklin Street, Danbury, Conn. 06810 0 (2031 743-0272 a TWX: 710456&0281 a TELEX: 969613
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PRECISION OPTICAL TERMINATIONS FOR SINGLE FIBER OPTICAL CABLE AMPIIENOL 906 SERIES

CABLE DATA, H~ches (mili~mtrsr)

PRIMARY SECONDARY OUTER CABLE
SINGLE FIBER JACKET JACKET JACKET AMPHENOL STRIPPING

OPTICAL CABLE 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. NUMBER owo.

CORNING/SIECOR 1352 .005 (.125) .055 (1.400) .120 (3. 048) .197(5.000) 906.110-5000 Ny
CORNING/SIECOR 1353 .005(.125) .9M55(1.400) .120 (3.048) .197 (5.000) 906-110-5000 ly

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS
GP1/GA1O-90 .005 (.125) .062 (1,5751 - .117 (2.972) 906-110-5001 it
GPI/GAI5-90 .005(.125) .062 (1.575) - .117 (2.972) 906-110.5001 ]1
GP1/SA7-90 .005(.125) .062 (1.575) - .117 (2.972) 906-110-dO01 1I
GPIISAID-90 .005 (.125) .062 (1.575) - .117 (2.972) 906-110-5001 ]1
HT1/GAID-90 .005(.125) .062 (1-575) - .117 (2.972) 906-110-5001 31
NT1/GA15-9C- .005 (.125) .062 (1.575) - .117 (2.972) 906-110-5001 31
HT1/SA7-9O .005 (.125) .062 (1.575) - .117 (2.972) 90&.110-5001 31
tNTI/SA1O-90 .005(.125) .062 (1.575) - .117 (2.972) 906-110-5001 ]1

ITT
s-6-O%-(iJ .005(.125) .020(.500) - .098 (2.500) 906-110-5001 1[
S-1O-Go-(1) .005 (.125) .020 (.500) - .098 (2.500) 906-110-5001 11
S-20.GG-(1) .005(.175) 020(.500) - .098 (2.500) 906-110-5001 1[
S-6-GS-(1) .005 (.125) .020 (.500) - .098 (2.500) 906-110-5001 Ht
S-10-GS.(1) .005 (.125) C.20 (.500) - .098(2.500) 906-110-5001 31
S-20--OS-(1) .005(.125) .020(.500) - .098 (2.W0) 906-110-5001 11

VALTEC
NHU-MSO5-01 .005(,125) .125 (3.175) ~ - .210 (5,334) 906-110-5003 III
HHU-MG85-01 .005 (.125) .125 (3.175) - .210 (5.334) 906-110-5=0 mI

GALILEOt -{16(1) 9010505 D
SOGO-lS .005(125) [W u.0 1-35) 9) S&I-

~JACKET~~,
STRENGTH PRIMARY FIBER
MEUMtJR JACKE~r

CABLE f95)-(01
STRIPPiNG
DIMENSIONS
DPOWNNGS E F
Inches (rnimoters) STRENGTH PRIMARY fISER

memBER JACKET

00 OTER

OUTER STRENGTH MEMBER. PRIMARY FIBER
SECONDARY JACKET AND JACKET
INNER STRENGTH UEMeER

AMPHENOL RF OPEFUTION4S, Bunittf Ramo CoW&oIiopn
33 E. Frankln Striet. Dan~bury, Conn 06810 N (203) 743-92723 8 WX 710-456.0281 3 TELEX- 96W613
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS MODEL

"D ef D
s DF

-- @ ~9OPTICAL

Flame source si~
S

"//'Let..
9 Qsand 's angles subtended by optical system from fire

(source and fiber (image)

*vand 0'v = field of view angles within object space and image

space such that the ratio Ov'/G=M is the angular magnification

of the optical system

s = flame to optical system distance

s' =optical system to fiber distance

0 amd 0' = the flame and image offset angles from the optical

system center line

Deff = the effective diameter (aperture) of the optical system

DF = fiber diameter (i.e. the image space)

T - lumped trar ission coefficients of the optical system

(including fiber and detector coupling)

P( ) the power density (UV) at the designated subscript point

(s=flame, D=optical system head, F=fiber)

Of the total power radiated from the source (P(A)s) over 4r ster-

idians, subtending the optical system's input optics, in the unit solid angle
2 2subtended by the lens is wDeff/ 4 2, or the power delivered by the flame to

the optical system input is:
P() 2 2i •:P(l)D P(X) /Df4s2

s Kff'4
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If energy is conserved within the optical system (including losses according

to the transmission coefficient, T), then the energy delivered through the

optical system (including fiber and detector coupling optics) may be expressed

as:
-2 2

lsTrDffT/4s

By similar analysis, the power delivered by the same flame to a bare detector

filament at a distance s, is proportional to the solid angle subtended by Lhe

filament, Af, at a distance s, or:

P(x)f = Af/s2

Since the area of the filament is known (Af = 0.01" x 0.5" - 0.005 in 2), we

can find the power gain (or loss) offered by the optical system as:

2 2
_____ reff T sf

P(f 4 Af S2s

Bt 2
But •Deff/ 4 is the effective area, Aeff of the optical system. Thus, we can

write a generalized expression for the power gain of the optical system re-

lative to that of the bare detector as:

P()s A T s
"Is. eff f

P(•)f Af s5s

Substituting numerical values and normalizing this relationship from the

standard "bare detector" calibration (test) distance of 4 feet from the 5 inch

JP-4 pan fire flame gives the values shown in equation 5 in the text.

From optics we know, by definition, that the angular magnification

of an optical system may be defined as the angular offset an object (in the

image space) yields to the image offset (in the image space); or, in terms

of object and image size, as a ratio of the size of the image to the object

(taking into consideration the angular magnification); or, by triangle

similarity (for simple lenses) the ratio of the optical system spatial geo-

metry distances of lens to object and image, respectively. Thus, if MH
V0/9 is the angular magnification, then:S~V V

ML Ms'/s M x'/x where x' and x are the dimensions of the
image and object, respectively.
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From this relationship, we can see that an object of dimension x in the

object space will be magnified (or, as we shall want, demagnified, i.e. M

and ML << 1) both in size and relative position (viz a viz the optical axis).

Since all of the energy (power) in the system is conserved (exclusive of

transmission losses), the image size-and its position-can be controlled through

optical design to remain in the fiber area through awide range of offset

angles (up toG).
v

"By geometry (of the optical system's output) we can see that the

relationship between the fiber diameter (i.e. image space, DF) and the effective

area of the lens (as limited by the fiber's inability to accept radiation at

an incidence angle greater than 0NA) may be expressed as:

Deff -F tan (0.)
2s (2-)

But 0'12 is the angle of incidence of the rays entering the fiber. By de-
s

finition of 9NA' Q'/2 must be less than or equal to the half angle of incidence,
9NA* Thus we can rewrite the above equation as:

Deff = DF + 2s tan 9NA

I-
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